
Spam, Robocalls & Reputation Monitoring! Oh my!



“How can we block spam calls?” 

It’s a question we face regularly here at Unified. And on the surface, 
it feels there should be a simple way to accomplish this, especially 
since the phone company can tell me what’s likely a spam call 
before I even pick up the call on my cellphone…. 

There is no denying the avalanche of spam and robocalls we all 
experience daily. And the increased sophistication in spoofing 
numbers and caller ID to entice the person being called to answer.

The attached screenshot of my personal cellphone call history 
represents more than half the calls to my cellphone were not “real” 
calls. And the one that stands out on the list is the call spoofing 
“Fort Knox Militar”, as if they care that might my car warranty has 
expired…



The sheer volume of spam and robocalls can have a damaging impact 
on businesses in a number of ways.

One of our customers, a large regional financial services firm, reported 50-
60% of the calls to their main number were robocalls or spam. When 
answering the call the attendant would hear dead air, and then sometimes 
connect to a person, but other times just disconnect. That is a crippling 
amount of time and effort to divert calls the organization doesn’t want!

Further, this concept of labeling a call on the outbound side also becomes 
critically important for businesses.



In today’s world, your phone rings. You glance down at your desk to see 
your phone display “Possible Spam,” then turn back to your monitor 
and send that email without another thought.

Robocalls like this get completely ignored these days. But what if that 
wasn’t a robocall? What if it was a reminder about 
an appointment? Opportunity (and appointment) missed.
You need to know the facts about your phone number reputation to 
avoid spam mislabeling. It has a significant impact on business and customer 
experience. For any business doing outbound calls, a good number 
reputation is essential.

Phone number reputation can go by many similar names, among them:

-Number reputation
-Caller ID reputation
-Phone number reputation
-Caller ID reputation has changed a 
lot in recent years and misconceptions 
abound. 

Let’s examine what it is, why it matters and what your IT team can do 
about it.

What call labeling is and how it affects your number reputation:

Call labeling – born from the rise of robocalls – is a result of terminating 
providers trying to keep customers happy by trying to identify 
spam. Terminating providers outsource the call labeling process to analytic 
engine platforms. These platforms help determine a legitimate call from an 
illegal call. 

All terminating carriers were required to have this labeling system in place by 
December 31, 2021.
But no system is perfect. The call labeling process can make mistakes, 
mislabel your calls, and ruin your number reputation.







Many different sources contribute to number reputation and call labeling:

Analytic engine platforms use AI (Artificial Intelligence)

and lots of data to determine a spam label. Data includes:

As mentioned, analytic engine platforms don’t always hit the mark. They 

can sometimes allow illegal traffic through and stop legitimate traffic.

For example, imagine a legitimate call made from a different country late 

at night with a confusing message. That call might get a negative reaction 

from the recipient. This type of call could be marked as spam for many 

reasons.

-STIR/SHAKEN
-Call volume
-Time of day calling
-Duration
- Originating call location

STIR/SHAKEN plays a role:

STIR/SHAKEN authenticates caller ID for providers using three levels of 
confidence, or attestations.
There are three levels of attestation:

-Full Attestation (A) has a verified source and phone number
-Partial Attestation (B) has a verified source but not the phone number
-Gateway Attestation (C) has neither verified

It’s possible that both legitimate and 
illegal calls can receive any attestation level – or none at all. So, while 
analytic engine platforms do pull data from STIR/SHAKEN, this process 
alone doesn’t define call labeling.

https://mcas-proxyweb.mcas.ms/certificate-checker?login=false&originalUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fintelepeer.com.mcas.ms%2Fblog%2Fstir-shaken-intelepeer-and-you%2F%3FMcasTsid%3D15600&McasCSRF=7cd6acc640755550c3cc726b7780c643608031f613845b3b8b8473fcc735562d


Reputation data is a factor:

Reputation data is crowd-sourced data from call recipients. Call 
recipients often have the ability to provide feedback about a call directly 
from their device. You might have even tapped the “mark this call as 
spam” button yourself. This feedback can 
devastate a number’s reputation.

All major providers use your number reputation:

If your calls get labeled as spam, then you might not get through 
to your recipient at all. Most major providers block, filter, label, or screen 
incoming calls. Some, like AT&T, Verizon, and T-Mobile, even provide an 
elevated, paid version of screening.

Your number reputation matters:

The price of missed calls can be high. You could see a 20-30% drop in call 
contact rates if your calls get mislabeled by the analytic engine platforms 
and your number reputation goes down. Providers might block your call, 
or recipients might ignore anything indicating spam. Either way, answer 
rates plummet with a negative label.



What can we do?

On the inbound side, there are several different solutions we can 
design and deliver for business. For the Financial services firm 
discussed above, a simple enroute message forcing callers to hit a 
digit to continue on to the attendant, helped eliminate more than 
95% of the robocalls to the main number for that customer. WIN!

Also on the inbound side, there are software programs that can 
block or reroute calls from certain phone numbers. This works best 
when the same person is repeatedly calling the organization, but it’s 
not necessarily a robocall. WIN!

But on the outbound side, it really gets a little tricky. Consider what 
impact it would have to your organization if your main number was 
mislabeled as “spam” or if your top salesperson or top recruiter’s 
number was mislabeled as “spam”. That could result in 20-30% of 
higher drop-in contact rates, which for an outbound business 
development organization could be devastating.

There’s no way to instantly clean up your phone number reputation. 
But, by working with Unified Technologies and one of our reputation 
management partners, you can correct your call labeling. We’ll help 
manage providers, analytics companies, and call-blocking apps for 
you.



With a high degree of success, these services can help with:

Number reputation and call labeling consider many different factors, 
but all may be flawed. It’s important to identify and manage your 
reputation before answer rates plummet and revenue takes a turn for 
the worst. Fixing the situation is one reputation manager away.

If your organization is struggling with spam, robocalls and/or 
reputation management, please CONTACT US or call Customer Care 
at 800.489.4103.

-Registering your numbers with analytic platforms
-Accessing and monitoring your reputation data
-Removing Negative labeling automatically
-Creating visibility into number reputation with 
reporting and analytics

https://unified-team.com/contact/

